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10 Audio CD discs. Ex-cop and master- gamesman Lucas Davenport takes on a crazed killer ravaging a
small Wisconsin town. The killer, who calls himself ``the Iceman'' for his sang- froid, debuts in the creepy
opening pages by stalking an isolated house, gunning down the woman inside, chopping up her husband, and
torturing their daughter--all in a failed attempt to retrieve an incriminating photo that's fallen into the victims'
hands. It's a gruesome start, but Sandford splatters the gore mostly off-page, relying on suspense--and there's
plenty of it--to jangle readers' nerves. When the bodies are found, the local sheriff calls in Davenport to help.
Arriving in town, Davenport, who's at loose ends in his life, finds himself facing two enemies: the Iceman,
but also record cold and snow that's frozen the town into a death-trap. His investigation--which hinges on
retrieving the photo before the Iceman does--stalls in the face of challenging puzzles centering on time-of-
death and a seemingly reluctant witness, but it also butts him up against some marvelous characters,
including a female M.D. with whom he falls eagerly in love. Meanwhile, the Iceman slays anyone who might
know about the photo--which, it turns out, shows him having sex with a local boy, his first victim: The
Iceman heads a child-porn ring. When Davenport--who's been revitalized by the case--at last recovers the
photo, the Iceman's surprising identity is revealed, leading to a furious climactic chase on snowmobiles
through dark woods and howling wind--and to Davenport and the Iceman each having a tˆte-...-tˆte with
death.
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From reader reviews:

Joshua Nichols:

Do you have favorite book? If you have, what is your favorite's book? Book is very important thing for us to
learn everything in the world. Each publication has different aim or even goal; it means that publication has
different type. Some people truly feel enjoy to spend their time to read a book. They may be reading
whatever they get because their hobby will be reading a book. Think about the person who don't like
examining a book? Sometime, man or woman feel need book after they found difficult problem or perhaps
exercise. Well, probably you will want this Winter Prey.

Alexandria Sharp:

The book Winter Prey has a lot of knowledge on it. So when you make sure to read this book you can get a
lot of gain. The book was written by the very famous author. This articles author makes some research
previous to write this book. This specific book very easy to read you can get the point easily after scanning
this book.

Joshua Stpierre:

People live in this new time of lifestyle always attempt to and must have the free time or they will get wide
range of stress from both lifestyle and work. So , once we ask do people have spare time, we will say
absolutely yes. People is human not really a huge robot. Then we inquire again, what kind of activity do you
have when the spare time coming to you actually of course your answer may unlimited right. Then ever try
this one, reading books. It can be your alternative throughout spending your spare time, typically the book
you have read will be Winter Prey.

Marilynn Johnson:

Are you kind of occupied person, only have 10 as well as 15 minute in your morning to upgrading your mind
talent or thinking skill actually analytical thinking? Then you are having problem with the book as compared
to can satisfy your short period of time to read it because all of this time you only find guide that need more
time to be examine. Winter Prey can be your answer mainly because it can be read by an individual who
have those short spare time problems.
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